Tyne, United Kingdom
The Tyne Terminal is the only
independent bulk liquid storage facility
on the estuary of the River Tyne.
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Tyne, United Kingdom

It offers two deep water jetties at
a busy port with good sea
connections to continental
Europe, as well as excellent road
links to the north of England and
Scotland. Products can be
received or redelivered by both
road and sea 24 hours a day.
In addition to its general
chemical and petrochemical
storage competencies, the
terminal has expertise in the
handling of marine and
aviation fuels, as well as
biodiesel and raw materials
for biodiesel production.

semi-automatic drumming and
IBC (Intermediate Bulk
Container) filling, as well as
reduction with demineralised
potable grade water.

can readily be modified to
provide bespoke storage
solutions; development land is
available for new facilities and
partnership ventures.

The terminal is an HMRC
bonded warehouse and is
equipped with extensive security
measures including CCTV,
alarmed electric perimeter
fencing and night security
guards. The terminal participates
in the CDI-T (Chemicals
Distribution Institute – Terminals)
inspection programme.

Technical skills
In addition to its general
chemical and petrochemical
storage competencies, Tyne
Terminal has special expertise
in the handling of fuels,
including marine and aviation
fuel, and the warehousing,
blending and treating of potable
alcohols and ethanols.

History and development
Tyne Terminal was originally
privately owned and comprised
terminals on both the north and
south banks of the river.
Following its acquisition by what
was then Simon Storage Limited,
the terminal was consolidated at
North Shields. It has since been
The terminal also offers a wide
range of value-added operations expanded by the construction of
new tankage, for example for
to complement its storage
offering. These can include bulk potable alcohol, in the early
1990s. The terminal’s capacity
breaking operations such as
Tyne Terminal offers dedicated
stainless steel storage and
pipelines for potable alcohol
with tank capacities ranging
from 205,000 litres up to
1,500,000 litres.

www.InterTerminals.com

to receive and deliver products
by road or sea 24 hours a day.
The capacity at the terminal can
easily be modified to provide
tailor-made storage to suit a
customer’s precise requirements,
which can include installing new
stainless steel pipelines and
pumps, heating lines and tanks,
applying special coatings and
nitrogen blanketing.

In addition to its long history of
handling bulk liquid wastes
under permit, Tyne Terminal
also holds a waste transfer
licence allowing it to store a
For over 20 years the terminal
wide range of technical wastes,
has been providing an
such as cement kiln fuel and
outstanding service to some of
used cooking oil. Since 2012,
the world’s leading drinks
companies. Building on our deep Tyne Terminal has also held the
understanding of our customers’ necessary Radioactive
needs and expectations, we offer Substance Regulations (RSR)
permits to handle NORM
a world class capability for
(Naturally Occurring
handling and storing potable
alcohols. This includes more than Radioactive Material) products
typically originating from the
four million litres of dedicated
North Sea.
storage, a wide range of added
value capabilities, and the ability
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Facilities facts

Tank capacities

Key people

■ 57,000m³ of storage
■ HMRC warehousing,
including methylation,
reduction and fortification
of bulk ethanol

Capacity
> 5,000m3
> 2,500m3
> 750m3
< 750m3

■ mild steel, stainless steel
and lined tankage

Total 57,000m3 in 62 tanks

Number
2
4
24
32

Alastair Bulmer
Terminal Manager
Tel: +44 (0) 191 296 0999
Alastair.Bulmer@InterTerminals.com

■ heated tanks

Chris Tanner
Commercial Manager –
Chemicals
Tel: +44 (0) 1642 546775

■ nitrogen blanketed tanks

Chris.Tanner@InterTerminals.com

■ semi-automated drumming
facility ex tank or road
tanker
■ land for expansion and
specific client projects
■ dedicated potable alcohol
storage
■ COMAH Upper Tier site
■ hydrocarbon oil
warehousing facility
■ marine bunkering
capability
■ 2 jetties (up to 30,000 DWT
– subject to limitations)
■ RSR permit to handle
NORM products
■ waste management
licence to handle
hazardous and nonhazardous waste
■ two RoSPA Orders of
Distinction, five President’s
Awards, five Gold Medals
and four Gold Awards
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Elliot Dell
Commercial Manager – Oils
Tel: +44 (0) 1737 778108
Elliot.Dell@InterTerminals.com

Rachel Mundy
Sales and Marketing Manager
Tel: +44 (0)1469 563963
Rachel.Mundy@InterTerminals.com

